
Minutes 56 of TCC Monday 31st March 2014 

Apologies:  Bryan, Elaine, Alec, George, Andrew, Jane Parker-Clark. 

Approval of minutes: postponed until enough members who had been present at the last meeting could 

attend. 

Police Report: No police, no issues.  

Roads: 4 bad potholes on road out to Clone between Lann Hall and the Henhoose: Madge to chase. otherwise 

much improved. 

Timber traffic: there seems to be unusually little activity. 

Windfarms: No new developments. Corsock has expressed thanks for support.  

Local Fire and Rescue Plan: Colin to send it to Sue and Hilary to read. 

Drains:  Andrew Wood persuaded DGC to come and see the drains. They said they would replace the old grilles 

on them. 

Litterpick: will be self-organised: individuals have said they will keep sections of the road free of litter. Colin 

and Madge will ask the DGC for some notices to put up asking people to take their litter home with them. 

Bench: Madge will go back to Alastair about ideas for another bench 

Website: Susan Harrison apologised for being unable to attend but has offered to design a website at a low 

rate: she is setting up a business in this field. It was agreed that the TCC would fund the initial cost of £50 to 

set it up and £40 pa to host it so that others can update it, and that there would be a meeting in June to decide 

such matters as setting up a small group to run it and be trained in updating it; whether the newsletter should 

go on it; what sort of logo should go on it. 

Spring Fling: Hall Committee is laying on tea, soup and sandwiches and would welcome volunteers, especially 

between 2 and 4pm. Rona, Madge and Sue offered.  

Hall Matters: A planning decision about the storage shed (for chairs) will be given on 4 April. Discussion about 

the need for tree work at the back of hall is ongoing. the Hall now has a music licence. Requirements for 

producing films ion the Hall have been costed and amount to approximately £1500-£2k. Some of this will be 

provided by the TCC as matching funding to attract more from other sources. There will be a ceilidh on 26 

April. 

Secretary: nothing to report. 

Treasurer: not present.  

AOCB:  

 Twinning Association. Sue has volunteered to be the TCC’s representative. 

 Penpont would like a representative from the TCC for its Heritage Centre: Ronais ahppy to go 

sometimes, and Colin will ask George. Linda will supply some information about Tynron to go on the 

Penpont website.  


